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JetMaster Display Systems for photo and 
fine art papers and canvas. 
The ideal gallery wrap system which is so 
simple to use.

NEW! JETMASTER FRAMING 
AND DISPLAY SYSTEMS - We 
make it easy!

www.innovaart.com

INNOVA Art Introduces the first 
Textured Fine Art paper for ES solvent 
machines - Make the cross over into 
the art reproduction market!

NEW! TEXTURED ART  
SOLVENT PAPER - For 
Eco Solvent printers

Excellence through Innovation

SOLVENT ART PAPER Exclusive!  •  JETMASTER display system  
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No doubt you’ve heard the talk: that solvent printing is the future for 
the art reproduction market. Why? What makes solvent the next big 
step forward?
Superlative image quality is one reason. Look around - you’ll see 
solvent-printed images that easily match the best quality aqueous 
inkjet prints – the quality the art market expects.
Solvent is flexible: prints can be made with the conventional 
substrates of paper and canvas, but also on vinyl, wood, metal and 
textiles. Artists can experiment. They can print wallpapers. They can 
print for outside and in.
It’s cost-effective too: solvents print faster and supplies cost less 
than aqueous inkjet.
But the biggest advantage with solvent - like inkjet a decade ago 
- is that it is a classic ‘crossover’ technology that can transform the 
market. It makes great outdoor graphics and it can create images 
that art lovers are delighted to hang in their homes and offices. 
So it’s an investment in several different markets with one machine.
Think about it: if you ran a chain of hotels and restaurants, with 
crowded bars, how would you want to furnish them with art? 
You need images that look good and last. So the question has 
become not whether solvent printing will take hold in the décor 
market, but how quick will the take-up be.

Epson’s GS6000, a machine which ticked so many of the right boxes 
when it was launched at DRUPA in 2008, certainly marked a major 
step forward.

The GS6000 is big (64-inches), fast and the image quality from 
Epson’s market leading Ultrachrome inkset is astounding: ‘The most 
amazing colour fidelity and accuracy for the most demanding vehicle 
wrap or decorative fine art project!’ promised Epson.
The GS (or ‘Green Solvent’) 6000 has eye-catching environmental 
credentials too: lower levels of the toxic Volatile Organic 
Compounds (VOCs) that have been such a black mark against 
solvents. A printer that is better inside the print room – and for the 
world outside as well.
Last but not least, it is a relatively small investment: just $21,000 in a 
market that is used to spending hundreds of thousands of dollars on 
equivalent hardware.
So here’s a lip-smacking business opportunity in prospect. The 
missing piece of the jigsaw was of course, the media. That is what 
makes Innova Art’s launch of the new 260gsm Decor Art ES paper so 
significant, and potentially revolutionary.

ES stands for ‘Eco Solvent’. This is the only textured art paper that 
is compatible with all eco or ‘green’ solvent machines, including 
HP, Epson, Mimaki, Mutoh and Roland models. The paper, which is 
available at widths of 30, 54, and 60” in 100’ lengths on a 3” core, is 
bright white with a satin finish that makes for brilliant reproduction, 
plus the classic textured feel that artists and art buyers love. 
As important, this paper is acid and lignin free, which means it fully 
complies with the industry’s standards of archival longevity. 

For iolabs, Pawtucket, Rhode Island, the installation of the GS6000 
was an inevitable step – further progress down the road that began 
15 years ago with an Encad machine, that took the business into 
giclée printing and led to its current status as one of the US’s leading 
digital print studios. iolabs’ customer base ranges from individual 
artists and photographers, galleries and publishers, to museums like 
MOMA and the Peabody Museum at Harvard University – and the 
décor art industry. 

“The GS6000 was the first solvent printer to fit our quality 
requirements,” said Ted Peffer. “It expands our line into décor 
imaging solutions, into custom printed wallpapers or textiles for wall 
scrims, or open editions at a price that is appropriate to large runs.”

And Innova’s Decor Art ES paper?
“We plugged in Innova’s profile, printed out the image and it came 
out great!” said Maureen Keaveny. “It printed beautifully first time 
round, which is what makes it so attractive. It’s one thing for a paper 
to look and feel good but to have it work first time around with the 
profile supplied – well, it’s a no-brainer!”
So the answer to the question - how quick will the take-up be when 
solvent printing takes hold in décor art market? - looks to be in 

the hands of the innovators ready to take it on. With high quality 
hardware and fully compatible media now in place, the technology 
looks set to break into new, highly lucrative markets. Once again 
Innova Art has provided the missing piece to the jigsaw. Add a 
little business acumen and flair to the picture and the new solvent 
printed art business could be yours.

iolabs and the Epson GS6000 Solvent printer

Solvent printing: ready to revolutionize art reproduction

Innova’s new Décor Art ES paper means solvent printing is about to transform art 
reproduction for interior imaging

www.iolabsinc.com - Photographic, FineArt + Interior Imaging
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David Witbeck

After a lengthy career as a photographer, US artist David Witbeck 
started painting seriously just four years ago and has quickly 
established himself as a successful artist. Though he sells his original 
paintings in galleries across the north eastern states, he recognises the 
need to expand his offerings, to include reproduction prints if he is to 
reach a wider audience.

“One thing that troubles me about being an artist is that people of 
modest means who may like my work often can’t afford to buy it. Heck, 
I can’t afford to buy my paintings! The other side of that is that I can’t 
make a living selling originals at a price that people like me can afford. 
Prints are a way to make my work available to people who like it but 
can’t afford it. Also, prints are a way to extend the life of a painting 
after the original is sold. Sometimes it seems that I’ll spend a lot of time 
on a painting send it to a gallery and – p oof! – it’s gone. With prints 
there’s an opportunity make some residual income from a painting.”

That’s the ‘why’. Crucially Innova Art has provided the ‘how’.

“Most of my originals are painted on birch panels and finished with a 
wax varnish that is buffed to a dull sheen. The texture and slight luster 
of this new paper and ink are more true to the surface quality of my 
originals than prints on canvas or on a softer paper”

 The combination of the solvent printer and Innova media has taken 
the opportunities to a new level, he adds.
“I’ve made my own small giclées on my Epson 2400 desktop printer 
but it’s really limiting in terms of size and paper choice. Now it seems 
like time to offer bigger and better professionally made prints. I 
think Innova will be an important option when deciding how to best 
reproduce a particular image. I like the surface quality of the paper
and it seems to mimic the surface quality of my originals better any 
other papers I’ve yet seen.”

Of course, Innova Art has an enviable record of finding the right 
solutions for developing markets. It’s not just a leader in the field of 
coated fine art papers, its founders - all pioneers of that industry - can 
make a credible claim for having invented them. Innova’s award-
winning FibaPrint® range was the first to offer the photo market 
a digital alternative to the hallowed baryta papers. This not only 
equalled the traditional equivalents, it has, in the opinion of many 
professionals, improved on them. 

Innova Art delivers products to fit new openings in markets that might 
otherwise have stuck to ‘the traditional way of things’. And as every 
business person knows, that’s no way to grow a market segment.

www.witbeck.com

New!    unique product for 
Solvent art reproduction 
market
Innova Décor Art ES

• 260 g/m2
• 13 mil (330 microns)
• Bright White
• Rough Textured surface 
• Satin finish
• Alpha Cellulose
• Acid & Lignin free
• Outstanding color gamut

Décor Art ES is a bright white inkjet coated watercolour 
paper designed for value orientated, high volume printers using Eco-
solvent. The surface emulates the traditional texture of a rough surface 
watercolour paper and is excellent for décor art reproduction in large 
editions. The paper is compatible with all ES ink systems giving excellent 
colour gamut, and is produced to archival standards. Available in roll 
widths of 30”, 54” and 60” x 30m long.

Compatible with the following manufacturers Eco-solvent machines: 
Epson, HP, Mimaki, Mutoh and Roland.

For more information, please visit: www.innovaart.com
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INNOVA PRODUCT RANGE

•  High white and warmtone digital baryta papers
•  Unique ‘look and feel’ of a traditional darkroom FB paper
•  Matte to Ultra Gloss surfaces
•  Crystal layer technology 
•  Fibre based photo quality
•  Excellent colour gamut for colour photography
•  Exceptional D-max

  Papers:
•  FibaPrint White gloss 300gsm (IFA 09)
•  FibaPrint Ultra Smooth Gloss 285gsm(IFA 49)
•  FibaPrint Warmtone Gloss 300gsm (IFA 19)
•  FibaPrint White Semi-Matte 300gsm (IFA 29)
•  FibaPrint Semi-Glazed 285gsm (IFA 58)
•  FibaPrint White Matte 280gsm (IFA 39)

FibaPrint® 

•  High white and natural white photo papers
•  Silky smooth matte surface
•  100% cotton linters
•  Opti-coat™ precision coated
•  Archival quality - Acid & lignin free
•  Pigment & dye ink compatible
•  Excellent colour gamut for colour photography

  Papers:
•  Smooth Cotton High White 315gsm (IFA 14)
•  Smooth Cotton High White 450gsm (IFA 18)
•  Smooth Cotton High White 215gsm (IFA 04)
•  Smooth Cotton High White DS 225gsm (IFA 05)
•  Smooth Cotton Natural White 315gsm (IFA 11)

Photo 

•  Matte fine art papers
•  Textured surface of a traditional watercolour paper 
•  Alpha cellulose or cotton linters
•  Opti-coat™ precision coated
•  Archival quality - Acid & lignin free
•  Pigment & dye ink compatible
•  Excellent colour gamut 

  Papers:
•  Soft Textured Natural White 315gsm (IFA 12)
•  Soft Textured Natural White 190gsm (IFA 06)
•  Soft Textured Natural White DS 200gsm (IFA 07)
•  Soft Textured Natural White 100% cotton 315gsm (IFA 22)
•  Cold Press Rough Textured 315gsm (IFA 13)
•  Soft White Cotton 280gsm (IFA 15)

Fine Art 

•  High white and natural white true polycotton canvas
•  Smooth or textured woven surface
•  Matte or ultra glossy finish
•  Instant dry and water resistant
•  Pigment & dye ink compatible
•  Excellent colour gamut 
•  Ideal for stretching
  Canvas:
•  Décor Canvas Matte HW 280gsm (IFA 32) NEW!
•  Art Canvas Matte NW 340gsm (IFA 33)
•  Photo Canvas Matte HW 340gsm (IFA 35) NEW!
•  Photo Canvas Ultra Gloss 380gsm (IFA 36)
•  Art Canvas Matte Textured HW 380gsm (IFA 37) NEW!
•  Art Canvas Matte Textured Cotton HW 430gsm (IFA 38) NEW!

Canvas 

•  High white or natural white digital book art paper
•  Textured or silky smooth matte surface
•  Double or single side coated
•  Opti-coat™ precision coated
•  Consistent Grain Direction
•  Scuff Resistant
•  Archival quality - Acid & lignin free
•  Pigment & dye ink compatible
•  Excellent colour gamut 

  Papers:
•  Smooth Cotton High White DS 225gsm (IFA 05)
•  Soft Textured Natural White DS 200gsm (IFA 07)

Book Art

Whether you’re creating prints for an 
exhibition or for a more permanent 
display, a simple, reliable and low-cost 
solution is the best option. 

The Jet Master Display System for 
photo, fine art papers and canvas is the 
ideal gallery wrap system. Prints can 
be assembled on a table anywhere, in 
minutes. 

With JetMaster, durable, lightweight 
gallery wraps can be created in minutes, 
using just a craft knife and a cutting 
surface. The base is a pre-cut, pre-
laminated corrugated board to which 
you simply trim and adhere  your print, 
and fold over the edges. No bubbles, 
untidy corners, staples or hooks. A fully 
assembled JetMaster ‘gallery wrap’ is so 
light it can be hung from just one tack.

JetMaster provides a display system that 
matches digital printing for quality and 
flexibility. It provides a premium display 
option that is simple, effective and – just 
as importantly – low cost.

•  Corrugated card backing to prevent  
   sagging
•  Sturdy and lightweight materials
•  Perfect professional corners, every  
   time
•  Moisture resistant
•  Environmentally responsible
•  Professional look and feel
•  Ships flat

With JetMaster the days of outsourcing 
the stretching and fixing of canvases for 
gallery wrap presentation are over. The 
benefits to you are speed, lower cost and 
the ability to offer your customer genuine 
one-stop solutions. Take control with 
JetMaster.

Available now in the following sizes:
• A4
• A3+
• 12x16”
• 16x20”

Patent pending: 0912842.2

www.jetmaster-systems.com

Innova Art Ltd • www.innovaart.com  
e-mail: info@innovaart.com (UK)

infous@innovaart.com (USA)  
Tel: +44 1992 571775 (UK) 

+1 856 4563200 (USA)

JetMaster: the solution to framing Décor art


